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Abstract Current and future planetary exploration missions involve a land-
ing on the target celestial body. Almost all of these landing missions are cur-
rently relying on a combination of inertial and optical sensor measurements
to determine the current ight state with respect to the target body and the
desired landing site. As soon as an infrastructure at the landing site exists,
the requirements as well as conditions change for vehicles landing close to this
existing infrastructure. This paper investigates the options for ground based
infrastructure supporting the on-board navigation system and analyzes the im-
pact on the achievable navigation accuracy. For that purpose the paper starts
with an existing navigation architecture based on optical navigation and ex-
tends it with measurements to support navigation with ground infrastructure.
A scenario of lunar landing is simulated and the provided functions of the
ground infrastructure as well as the location with respect to the landing site
are evaluated. The results are analyzed and discussed.
Keywords lunar landing  autonomous navigation  beacon navigation
1 Introduction
Since the beginning of human space exploration, safe and soft landing on a
celestial body (planet, moon, asteroid) has been a central objective. Starting
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from the rst landings on the Moon, which had generally a precision above 1
km, today improvements in the navigation architecture and lters have made
it possible to improve the nal accuracy and increase the safety.
The more exploration missions land on a planet the more resources on
the ground can be made available for further missions. The potentially rst
implementation of co-located ground infrastructure is probably a robotic lunar
base which will be followed by a human base. For both some studies have been
done in the past and are still ongoing (e.g. [27]). The scenario of a robotic
or manned lunar base is used as a motivation to investigate the impact of
ground infrastructure to the navigation system of later arriving landing and
potentially also departing vehicles.
The paper starts in section 2 with the state-of-the-art navigation system
architecture for planetary landers and introduces possible measurements from
ground based infrastructure to support navigation. From this an extended ar-
chitecture is generated which is based on the usage of ground beacons providing
radio frequency (RF) based measurements.
Section 3 introduces a lunar landing scenario as a reference mission for the
analysis of the eect of the ground beacons. Current navigation requirements
for landing vehicles are established and an evaluation function is dened.
In section 4 simulation results are presented rst for a baseline navigation
system without ground support. Then the results for two dierent beacon con-
gurations are presented. For each conguration a grid of potential positions
with respect to the target landing site is analyzed and evaluated with the func-
tion dened in section 3. Finally, the results from all test cases are discussed
and a recommendation for a beacon location is given.
2 Navigation System Architecture
2.1 Independent Architecture of Autonomous Navigation System
The baseline navigation system architecture is based on the project SINPLEX
(Small Integrated Navigator for PLanetary EXploration) [25]. Figure 1 shows
an overview of the general architecture. The inputs used by the navigation
system are sensor measurements and image processing results from:
{ an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),
{ a star tracker (ST),
{ a laser altimeter (LA),
{ a feature tracking algorithm (FT) providing feauture positions in the cam-
era frame, and
{ a crater navigation algorithm (CN) providing absolute position measure-
ments[18],
where the results of feature tracking and crater navigation are obtained from
processing images taken by a navigation camera.
The navigation lter is a discrete delayed error-state EKF (eEKF), which
copes with the fact that measurements in the real system are not instantly
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Fig. 1 Functional block diagram (left) and software architectur (right) of the SINPLEX
navigation system.
available but with delays. For SINPLEX a delayed eEKF developed in [24] was
used which is able to handle delays in an ecient way. Although the delayed
eEKF exist in a real-time implementation in this analysis a preparatory version
of the navigation software without the delay for the updates has been used.
The states necessary for the strapdown navigation are position and velocity
in Moon Centered Moon Fixed Frame (MCMF)1 frame, attitude error angles
and accelerometer and gyro biases and scale factors. There are then additional
states necessary for the terrain relative navigation, which are feature positions
needed to build the terrain model. The terrain model is estimated through the
solution of the SLAM problem as proposed in [10].
The state vector is
x =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
rMCMF
vMCMF
B
bBa
sBa
bBg
sBg
MCMFi
9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;
(1)
where MCMFi , are the tracked feature positions with i = 1::N and N as
the number of features.
The measurement models used to update the error states are based on the
developments in [13,24,10]. For the update by the laser altimeter measure-
ments a modication was introduced.
In order to exploit the fact that the vehicle is landing at a well determined
landing site, whose topographic elevation is known a priori, the update equa-
tions for the laser altimeter measurement are changed for the vertical descent
phase of the nal landing phase.
1 with the origin in the center of the Moon, z-axis pointing to the North pole, and x- and
y-axes spanning the equatorial plane.
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Fig. 2 Geometry for laser altimeter measurement
For simplication it is assumed that the spacecraft is landing in a hori-
zontal plane with known altitude. In this case the height (h) of the spacecraft
above ground can be approximated as the dierence between magnitudes of
spacecraft position vector (krLAk) and landing site position vector (krLSk).
With reference to gure 2, if the altitude of the spacecraft and the angle
 between the laser altimeter measurement direction and the position vector
of the laser altimeter in MCMF frame are small enough, then the following
approximate expression for the slant-range SR can be used
SR = h 1
cos 
(2)
= (krLAk   krLSk) 1
cos 
(3)
where
rLA = r+R
MCMF
B `
B
LA (4)
is the position of the laser altimeter in MCMF frame with `BLA as the lever
arm of the laser altimeter with respect to the IMU, rLS as the position of
the landing site (LS) in MCMF frame and r as spacecraft position in MCMF
frame. This could be rearranged to
cos =  BT (RBMCMF
rLA
krLAk ) (5)
where B is the LA measurement direction unit vector in body frame. For
simplication of the Jacobian the following approximation is used
1
cos 
= 
q
1 + tan2   
q
1 + sin2   
p
2  cos2  : (6)
Equation (2) can be now rewritten as
SR =
s
2  ( r
T
LA
krLAk R
MCMF
B 
B)2 (krLAk   krLSk): (7)
The dependency on the attitude error angles is in the rotation matrix,
expressed as
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RMCMFB = R^
MCMF
B (I  [B]) (8)
where R^
MCMF
B is the rotation matrix estimated by the lter, and I  [B]
is the linearized small rotation matrix.
Introducing the following terms for the sake of having more compact ex-
pressions
A =
s
2  ( r
T
LA
krLAk R
MCMF
B 
B)2
B = krLAk   krLSk
C = RMCMFB 
B
D =
rLA
T
krLAk R
MCMF
B 
B
(9)
the partial derivatives of equation (7) with respect to the state variables
are
@SR
@r
= A
rLA
T
krLAk  
B CT D
A
(
1
krLAk I 
1
krLAk3
rLA rLA
T ) (10)
@SR
@B
=  B D
A
rLA
T
krLAk R^
MCMF
B [
B] (11)
where it has been exploited the relation ab =  ba. It has to be noticed
that in the derivation of equation (11) the dependency of the attitude on rLA
has been neglected, because it is much smaller with respect to the depencency
on the cosine of  .
The Jacobian HSR is:
HSR = [
@SR
@r
;13 @SR
@B
   ] (12)
2.2 Extension of Navigation System with Ground-based Measurements
2.2.1 Architecture with RF Measurements
In order to improve the navigation accuracy, measurements of received radio
signals from ground-based infrastructure (beacons, BC) are added as it is
displayed in gure 3.
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Fig. 3 Functional block diagram of SINPLEX navigation system including RF measure-
ments of beacon (BC) signals.
RF Navigation is extensively used on Earth especially in aviation. There are
many kinds of electromagnetic signals, modulation techniques and measure-
ment methods that could be used and which are specic for the dierent exist-
ing navigation services. However, the information that RF navigation provides
to the user can be divided into the following three main categories:
{ range measurement,
{ range rate measurement,
{ bearing measurement.
There have been studies about the evaluation or design of possible naviga-
tion architectures for the lunar environment. Many of these studies are about
the necessity of locating a user on the surface of the Moon during an extra-
vehicular-activity (EVA), which could be the case if a lunar base is established
(see e.g. [3,5,2]).
In recent years NASA has proposed for its lunar base architecture design a
navigation architecture based on lunar relay satellites (LRS) and lunar com-
munication terminals (LCT). The combination of both would provide one-
and two-way range and Doppler measurement to the lander. The LCTs alone
would instead provide one-way S-band Doppler and range. It is also proposed
to use atomic clocks to drive the RF measurements [23] to achieve a better
performance.
In [6,7] the performance of a lander navigation aided by RF measurements
(beacon-relative) has been studied, where the lander transponds signals from
available RF assets, i.e. LRS or LCT, receiving range and range rate infor-
mation from them. These measurements are inserted in a EKF together with
other navigation measurements coming from IMU, star camera, velocimeter
and altimeter, which is the basic sensor suite of ALHAT [8]. The study in [6,
7] has evaluated the performance of the navigation accuracy through linear
covariance analyses, when on-board system is supported by a single surface
beacon. The result shows that surface beacons provide the best RF measure if
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they are not located directly under the path of the lander as it approaches the
landing site. A well placed beacon could support with accuracy below 10 m at
3- the nal phases of landing. With the aim of improving landing accuracy
in nal phases, the best placement was found to be at about 2 km both up-
range with respect to the landing site and o-track with respect to the lander
groundtrack.
As far as an infrastructure will be present on the Moon the natural con-
sequence is to make use of a beacon placed there to get measurements that
would possibly increase the accuracy level of current on-board navigation ar-
chitecture or decrease their weight, if some on-board sensors could be discarded
while still meeting the performance requirements.
2.2.2 Range
The range is the measurement of the distance between the beacon and the
antenna on-board of the spacecraft (see gure 4).
beacon
receiver
rBC
vBC
rRX
r
Fig. 4 Representation of range measurement between spacecraft and beacon on lunar sur-
face
The lever arm of the receiver is rst added to the position of the IMU
(dening the navigation body frame) in the MCMF frame to get the position
vector of the receiver (RX) in MCMF frame as
rRX = r+R
MCMF
B `
B
RX : (13)
The vector between the beacon (BC) and the receiver is
 = rRX   rBC = r+RMCMFB `BRX   rBC : (14)
In this study it is assumed that the clock bias is accounted as a random
error. Therefore the pseudorange and range are equal. Then the range is ex-
pressed as
 = (r;B) = kk+ w (15)
where w is the range measurement noise.
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The partial derivatives of equation (15) with respect to the state variables
are
@
@r
=
@
@
@
@r
=
T

(16)
@
@B
=
@
@
@
@B
=
T

RMCMFB [`
B
RX] (17)
with
@
@B
= RMCMFB [`
B
RX]: (18)
These derivatives are properly fed into the Jacobian H
H = [
@
@r
;13 @
@B
   ]: (19)
2.2.3 Range-Rate
The range-rate is the relative velocity between the on-board receiver and the
beacon. The following observation equation is used
_ = _(r;v;B ;bBg ; s
B
g ) =  vTRX


+ w _ (20)
where it can be shown that the velocity of the receiver in MCMF frame is
vRX = v+ (R
MCMF
B [!
B
I;B]  [!MI;M]RMCMFB ) `BRX : (21)
For evaluating the angular velocity of the spacecraft the following approx-
imation is used
!BI;B
= 
B

(22)
where the angular variation is
B = diag(sBg )  ~
B
+ bBg + w: (23)
In (23)  ~
B
and  are respectively the angular variation measured by
the IMU and its sampling interval.
The following equations dene the partial derivatives of the observation
equation (20) with respect to the states variables.
@ _
@r
=
@ _
@
@
@r
=  v
T
RX

(I  1
2
 T ) (24)
@ _
@v
=
@ _
@vRX
@vRX
@v
=  @
@r
(25)
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@ _
@B
=
@ _
@vRX
@vRX
@B
+
@ _
@
@
@B
=
 @
@r
(RMCMFB [(!
B
I;B  `BRX)]  [!MI;M] RMCMFB [`BRX]) +
@ _
@
@
@B
(26)
@ _
@bBg
=
@ _
@vRX
@vRX
@bBg
=
@
@r
RMCMFB [`
B
RX] (27)
@ _
@sBg
=
@ _
@vRX
@vRX
@sBg
=
@ _
@bBg
diag( ~
B
)
1

(28)
The Jacobian H _ for the lter update is
H _ = [
@ _
@r
@ _
@v
@ _
@B
;16 @ _
@bBg
@ _
@sBg
   ]: (29)
2.2.4 Bearing
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Fig. 5 Denition of bearing measurement
The bearing is here dened as the Azimuth which is the angle between
North direction and the projection of the vector between spacecraft position
and beacon position on the local horizontal (LH) plane (gure 5). It is meant
as a similar measurement to what VHF Omni Directional Radio Range (VOR)
systems perform on Earth [16]. In order to compute the bearing, the position
of the receiver has to be rotated in the local horizontal frame of the beacon
with respect to whom the bearing is measured.
rLHRX = R
LH
MCMF rRX (30)
In order to project the position vector in the E-N plane, the following
matrix is introduced
L =
24 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
35 : (31)
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Having introduced this matrix, the bearing can be computed as the arcco-
sine of
X = nT
L rLHRX
kL rLHRXk
(32)
where n is the unit vector parallel to E-N plane and heading to the north.
Being the arccosine function dened in the interval [0,], the following
relations are introduced in order to have the bearing observation equation
dened in the interval [0,2]
yLHRX  0 =) b = b(r;B) = arccos(X) + wb (33)
yLHRX < 0 =) b = b(r;B) = 2   arccos(X) + wb: (34)
The partial derivatives needed by the eEKF are
@b
@r
=
@b
@X
@X
@rLHRX
@rLHRX
@r
=
 1p
1 X2 n
T (
1
kL rLHRXk
I  (L r
LH
RX)(L r
LH
RX)
T
kL rLHRXk3
) RLHMCMF
(35)
@b
@B
=
@b
@X
@X
@rLHRX
@rLHRX
@B
=
@b
@r
RMCMFB [`
B
RX]: (36)
In equation (35) the negative or positive sign is respectively related to the
application of equations (33) or (34). The H matrix becomes
Hb = [
@b
@r
;13 @b
@B
   ]: (37)
2.2.5 Visibility Model
The measurements from a beacon are only available when the lander is inside
the visibility window.
beacon
S/C
rBC
r
b
local horizon
Fig. 6 Visibility model
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With reference to gure 6, the condition for the visibility is

2
  arccos ( 
T rBC
kk krBCk ) =   LIM : (38)
Since the real morphology of the surface is unknown, it has been assumed
that a minimum elevation angle (LIM ) of 10 degrees with respect to the
horizon is needed in order to consider the lander visible from the beacon and
the update valid.
3 Scenario and Analyses Method
3.1 Denition of Lunar Landing Scenario
The scenario is a lunar soft landing. The landing trajectory is adapted from
the project Autonomous Terrain based Optical Navigation (ATON) of DLR.
The trajectory starts with a maneuver to be inserted in a 100x10 km descent
orbit from a 100x100 km polar orbit.At perigee the powered descent is initiated
and at 2 km altitude at high gate when the landing site is in view the landing
phase starts. Finally a vertical descent is performed from around 1 km altitude
(gure 7(a)).
The trajectories have been computed under the assumption that the throt-
tling of the thrusters is limited and that the main thrust modulation has to
be provided by switching o one or pairs selected from the ve engines. The
results and methods are described in [21,17].
More in detail, the descent orbit is chosen such to provide optimal lighting
condition for optical navigation. A variable thrust is used to slow down the
lander as it descends towards the landing site which is located near the equator.
A small acceleration is also given during the nal phase of powered descent in
cross-range direction in order to cope with the lunar surface rotation. Figure
8(a) shows the specic force prole.
Throughout the powered descent the attitude is constrained by the thrust
prole. It is assumed to have the antenna used for the beacon navigation near
the navigation camera on the bottom surface of the lander that it is directly
visible from the beacons during powered descent. Figure 8(b) presents the
angular velocity prole.
The simulation starts with the descent orbit burn and ends at an altitude
of 1 m above the landings site. So it includes all parts of the landing. The
nal velocity is less than 0.5 m/s. For later analyses it is useful to show the
powered descent groundtrack on the local horizontal plane, in order to better
understand some considerations during the analyses (gure 7(b)).
3.2 Simulation Setup
The results that will be later presented are the outcome of Monte Carlo anal-
yses. The number of runs has been chosen to be 100. In each of the 100 runs
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the random seeds for all noise generators as well as the systematic errors of
the sensors (e.g. bias, scale factor) have been randomly changed. First of all
a pool of 100 simulation runs without the RF measurement updates has been
generated in order to have reference navigation solutions for further analyses.
These 100 dierent navigation solutions without RF measurements are used
as the initial navigation state for the Kalman lters which are using the RF
measurements. Thus an initial navigation error dispersion is achieved for the
subsequent Monte Carlo simulations for the dierent beacon locations.
First the results of the integration of the true dynamics is used to generate
the sensor measurements for each simulation run. This part of the simulation
is performed in a dedicated Simulink model which contains the truth model
and the sensor models. Then these results are processed by the navigation
algorithm which is implemented in a Matlab script.
After the Monte Carlo simulation 100 navigation solutions are available.
From this set a worst case navigation solution is extracted. In fact, it has been
considered appropriate to perform trade-os analyses on worst case navigation
solutions, comparing them to 3- requirements (see section 3.4.1). This worst
case is evaluated extracting the maximum absolute navigation error per each
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time instant i of the navigation solution for all runs NMC . The worst case
error Ei can be written as
Ei = max(jeij)NMCj=1 (39)
where ei is the error between the result of the navigation solution at
a given time instant i and the truth. The variance of the 100 runs has also
been evaluated and compared with the covariances, in order to check if the
covariances set in the EKF were appropriately tuned.
For the analyses involving the beacons the same process has been applied.
The output of each Monte Carlo analysis for a given beacon conguration
under study, was then processed through equation (39), in the same way the
baseline worst case solution without beacon has been obtained.
3.3 Error Models
In this section the error models for the measurements in the navigation system
will be dened.
3.3.1 Baseline Sensor Suite
Table 1 lists the parameters for the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) used
in the simulations. In table 2 the noise gures associated to the rest of the
baseline sensor suite are shown. Studies are on-going to characterize the noise
associated to crater navigation. For this work the noise related to the position
determination of the crater navigation (CN) has been set to be normally dis-
tributed with standard deviation proportional to the slant-range. The crater
navigation is assumed to stop working below an altitude of 10 km. The rea-
son is that currently available digital elevation maps (DEM) do not allow to
generate accurate crater catalogues usable below 10km of altitude because of
missing resolution and accuracy. This is a conservative assumption since it is
likely to have higher resolution maps in the near future.
Both the error in the crater navigation and feature tracker (FT) algorithm
were tuned from comparison of the obtained navigation solution with the re-
sults from the ATON project where simulated images were processed [1].
3.3.2 Beacon
In table 3 the noise gures associated to the measurements from the bea-
cons are shown. When selecting these values a conservative approach has been
considered.
For range measurements the chosen level of the range noise is comparable
with the user equivalent range error (UERE) for the GPS C/A code with no
selective availability. The dominant error in UERE is related to the atmosphere
and ionosphere (see [22]). Since the lunar atmosphere is negligible it could be
expected then that the level of noise experienced in the scenario is much less.
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Table 1 IMU parameters (1-)
Parameter Value Units
Accelerometer
- Bias level 25.5 mg
- Bias stability 1.5 mg
- Random walk 0.0106 m/s/
p
hr
- Scale factor error 3:33  10 4 -
- Scale factor error stability 1:67  10 6 -
Gyroscope
- Bias level 825 deg/hr
- Bias stability 4 deg/hr
- Random walk 0.9 deg/
p
hr
- Scale factor error 3:33  10 5 -
- Scale factor error stability 10 6 -
Table 2 Error parameters (1-) for star tracker (STR), crater navigation (CN), feature
tracker (FT) and laser altimeter (LA).
Parameter Value Units
STR accuracy 9.1 arcsec
CN accuracy 3 % of slant-range m
FT accuracy 1 pixel
LA accuracy 0.04 m
Table 3 Beacon measurements error parameters (1-)
Parameter Value Units
Range 10 m
Range-rate 0.1 m/s
Bearing 1.4 deg
Moreover, studies about relative navigation system for space applications
using GPS receivers have shown errors in the relative state vector compo-
nents of typically 0.5 m and 1 cm/s in hardware-in-the-loop simulations [19].
Eventually, with the aim of not underestimating the errors and considering all
the uncertainties in the observation models used, the noise gures selected for
range and range-rate can be considered a good compromise.
Considering the bearing, the literature concerning VOR navigation system
claims that it is not a precision aid. A 2- predictable accuracy of 1.4 deg is
reported although it seems that seldom worst case errors of around 4-5 deg
are possible [9]. In this study, for similar considerations regarding the choice
of range and range-rate noise, it has been decided to use the value reported in
table 3 for the bearing measurement noise.
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A further reference on relative range and bearing accuracies can be taken
from the ight results of the Formation Flying Radio Frequency (FFRF) in-
strument which was tested on the PRISMAmission. It uses RF signals between
up to 4 satellites to acquire relative position, velocity and line of sight over a
range of up to 30 km. A modied version of the system could be a potential
technical implementation of a beacon system. In [12] the ight test results
from the PRISMA mission with accuracies in the order of centimeters and less
than 1 degree are reported. Both values conrm that the numbers chosen in
table 3 are conservative.
One aspect not yet considered in this study is the impact of the uncertain
knowledge about the beacon position. In [15] the positioning of the Chang'E-3
lunar lander is achieved with errors in the order of a few meters. It is assumed
that the same accuracy can be achieved for a beacon on the lunar surface.
Since this achievable positioning accuracy is a fraction of the assumed ranging
error, in a rst approach the beacon positioning uncertainty is assumed to be
included in the errors in table 3. Thus an analysis of most suitable beacon
locations could be done. A detailed analysis on the impact of the beacon
positioning error would be subject of a further study.
3.4 Navigation Requirements and Evaluation Method
3.4.1 Navigation Accuracy Requirement Prole
The trade-os presented in this paper require the denition of an evaluation
function useful to compare one conguration to another and to the baseline.
For that purpose proles for the required 3- navigation accuracy for position
and velocity have been generated which guarantee a successful landing.
To generate the proles, requirements for time instants corresponding to
relevant landing phases have been collected. The values in detail can be seen in
table 4. The values have been derived from relevant lunar landing requirements
[11,14,26,8]. They are given in downrange, crossrange and altitude (DCA)2.
The same coordinates will be used for the analysis of results later in this paper.
Table 4 3- navigation accuracy requirement from Powered Descent Initiate (PDI),
through High Gate (HG) to landing
PDI HG Landing
 Er[m]  Ev [m=s]  Er[m]  Ev [m=s]  Er[m]  Ev[m=s]
DR 2000 1 100 0.5 10 0.1
CR 2000 1 100 0.5 10 0.1
A 200 1 20 0.5 0.5 0.1
2 where the downrange direction points in nominal ight direction, altitude is aligned
along the local vertical and crossrange is perpendicular to both.
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Based on the requirements in table 4 the derived proles for the navigation
accuracy requirements are shown in gure 9. This study focuses on the navi-
gation performance in the most critical phase the powered descent. Therefore
the proles start at the Powered Descent Initiate (PDI).
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Fig. 9 Navigation accuracy requirement proles
It can be noticed that higher accuracy is requested as the landing site is
approached. The velocity proles are the same for the down-range, cross-range
and altitude, while the position error in the altitude has to be generally one
order of magnitude smaller than in the other components. The 3- position
accuracy required at landing is challenging for current technology, but in this
study it was considered as mandatory if a precise landing relatively to a well
dened landing site is wanted.
3.4.2 Evaluation Functions
The general form for the evaluation functions used in the upcoming analyses
is
J =
1
N
IFX
i=I0

Ei
 Ei
2
(40)
where Ei is the 3- navigation accuracy requirement corresponding to the
assessed navigation error; i is the index for the time of the navigation solutions;
I0 and IF are respectively the initial and nal time indexes corresponding to
the time interval in which the evaluation function has to be evaluated; N is
the number of samples in the interval.
Equation (40) is basically similar to an integral of the worst case navi-
gation solution errors (equation (39)) weighted with the navigation accuracy
requirements  Ei dened in the previous subsection. The term inside the
summation is squared so that everything that exceeds the navigation accu-
racy requirements is weighted more.
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A number of four intervals have been dened, in which to evaluate the
evaluation functions. The main interval goes from the rst valid beacon update
(called tV IS) to the landing (evaluation function class J). This interval is
meant to study the performance for the whole period in which the beacon
measurements are impacting on the navigation solution.
The other three are sub-intervals of the main one. They are needed in order
to enter deeper in the evaluation of the performance of a given conguration.
This way it is possible to see how the studied option is impacting on the
dierent relevant phases of the landing. The three subintervals are:
1. The interval corresponding to evaluation function class J1 starts at tV IS
and ends at tMID, which is dened as the mid point between tV IS and
tHG, i.e. the time in which s/c reaches high gate.
2. The interval for J2 starts at tMID and ends at tHG.
3. The interval related to J3 goes from tHG to the landing.
In total 24 independent evaluation functions are available. In table 5 a
notation overview is shown for the evaluation function class 1, in order to
make the reader to understand the notation used in the analysis.
Before discussing the results it should be noted that a value of the eval-
uation function above 1 signals indicates that the analysed conguration is
performing worse than the requirements. If the evaluation function value is
below 1 the requirements are met on average.
Table 5 Evaluation function notation (example for J1)
DR CR A Total
Position JDR1;r J
CR
1;r J
A
1;r J
tot
1;r = J
DR
1;r + J
CR
1;r + J
A
1;r
Velocity JDR1;v J
CR
1;v J
A
1;v J
tot
1;v = J
DR
1;v + J
CR
1;v + J
A
1;v
3.5 Constraints for Beacon Location
In principle, it could be of interest to make the analysis for all possible locations
as long as the beacon is visible for a part of the trajectory.
In gure 10(b) it is possible to see that the longest visibility is for a beacon
placed in the landing site which is somehow expected because the lander is
slower in the nal phase of the powered descent. It is also expected that the
smaller the visibility window is, the smaller is the impact on the navigation.
Following that line of thought it is hard to believe that an eort to place a
beacon on the lunar surface is made, if that beacon is far from the landing
site, or from the landing trajectory. However, it is clear from the previous
analyses of the baseline solution (see gure 12) that the part of the trajectory
requiring more improvements is the nal phase of the powered descent, where
the requirements for positioning are more challenging.
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For all these reasons beacons too distant from the landing site have not
been taken into account. Therefore a square grid with the landing site in
the middle and a base length of 20 km along the North and East directions
has been chosen. In gure 10(a) the points of the grid are shown for which
the Monte Carlo analysis will be performed. It can be seen that the points are
uniformly distributed and the beacons in the grid are quite dense (121 points).
There are also four curves shown which represent the  3  (in green) and
the  (2 km+3 ) (in red) boundaries. These boundaries come from NASA's
recommendations about avoiding to land nearer than 2 km from objects on
the surface to be protected and to make sure not to intersect the landing
groundtrack with 3  uncertainty (either up-range and down-range) within
this 2 km avoidance circle around the object [20]. The avoided objects in this
scenario are the beacons which could be harmed either by the plume of the
lander, by dust and particles on the soil projected at high velocity by the
plume impinging on the surface, or by a potential loss of the lander during
landing, which could fall near it, even destroying it [20].
However, it can be noticed from gure 10(a), that also points inside the
avoidance area have been inserted in the trade-o analysis. This is done in
order to have a more uniform data distribution for the data processing and in-
terpolations, and for the interest in checking what happens for beacons located
very near to the landing site.
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4 Simulation Results
4.1 Baseline Navigation Solution
In this section the baseline worst case navigation solution is presented (gures
11 and 12). It is the output of the Monte Carlo analysis for a navigation system
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with onboard sensors (e.g. SINPLEX, see section 2.1) and without the use of
beacon updates.
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Fig. 11 Baseline worst case absolute errors (DCA): Position (left), velocity (right)
It can be seen that the navigation solution follows the high noise in the
crater navigation at the beginning of the simulation (gures 11(a) and 11(b)),
when the spacecraft is entering in the descent orbit because in that phase
the navigation is relying only on the IMU and the crater navigation. With
time the navigation solution improves since the crater navigation becomes
more accurate at lower altitudes. Shortly before powered descent initiate (PDI)
also laser altimeter and feature tracker measurements are updating the lter.
As powered descent starts it is possible to notice an increase of the errors,
especially for the velocity (gures 12(a) and 12(b)).
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Fig. 12 Zoom of gure 11 for powered descent - baseline worst case absolute errors (DCA):
Position (left), velocity (right). The dashed lines represent the requirements from table 4
and gure 9.
The error in the crossrange position and velocity stays more or less constant
throughout the whole powered descent. This is the contribution of the feature
tracking which is more sensitive to the crossrange. The errors in down-range
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and altitude are larger. They reach a maximum around the middle of the
powered descent which corresponds approximately to the point of maximum
altitude during powered descent. At the end of the powered descent below an
altitude of 10 km when the crater navigation does not update the position
anymore, the position error reaches values of around 100 m for crossrange
and downrange position components. For the altitude the error drops when
the landing site is in view and the laser altimeter measurements can be used
(gure 12(a)). The velocity error is approaching low values of around 0.1 m/s
as the landing site is reached (gure 12(b)).
Comparing gure 12(a) with gure 9 it can be seen that the position error
output of the baseline navigation is for most of the time below the imposed
values of the navigation accuracy requirement prole, except in the last phase
for the downrange and crossrange direction, and for the altitude in the phase
from the middle of the powered descent until the laser altimeter improves
its determination. The nal error is much larger than what is required for a
precise landing relative to a given landing site.
4.2 One Beacon with Range, Range-rate and Bearing Measurements (Case A)
In this section, the trade-o analysis results on the impact of the three new
measurements (range, range-rate, bearing) from a single beacon and of its
location are presented. The results have been generated with 100 Monte Carlo
runs for each of the 121 grid points for the potential beacon location. Thus
12,100 simulations have been executed.
In gures 13 to 15 the results of the analyses are shown. Starting with the
grid of uniform distributed data, the available values have been exploited to
create lled contour plots which allow to see trends. Above the color bars the
corresponding values of the same scenario but without RF measurement (see
section 4.1) are shown for information.
The rst and most important conclusion is that wherever the beacon is
positioned inside the test grid, the overall impact on the navigation solution
is positive, in particular for what concerns the position determination. In fact,
from gures 13(d) to 15(d), it is possible to see that the values of the various
J tot evaluation functions are always below the ones evaluated for the baseline.
The best improvement is in the position determination during the last phase,
starting from high gate (J3;r). It is possible to see from gure 15(d) that the
values drop from 32 without beacon to around 0 with beacon, for beacons near
to the landing site, but in any case they are never above 4.
The velocity does not resent of the same level of improvement which is also
due to the fact that the original sensor suite is already performing well with
respect to the dened navigation accuracy requirement.
Looking at gures 13 and 15 for the downrange but also for the altitude
components, it is possible to see a common trend. The related evaluation
functions assume larger values going down-range, i.e. South of the landing
site, which is somehow correlated with the visibility interval which naturally
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decreases going downrange, as gure 10(b) conrms. The minimums are in-
stead generally located along the landing ground track and a bit up-range. The
trend assumed by these position evaluation functions related to the altitude
is then reected in the J tot where the absolute values are larger than in the
downrange and crossrange components. This is a direct consequence of the
fact that the requirements in altitude errors are one order of magnitude more
accurate (see table 4).
It was somehow then expected to nd a symmetry with respect to the North
axis in the contour plots since the landing trajectory is substantially coming
from North. Looking through the gures, not for all evaluation functions a
symmetry can be found. It seems that especially for crossrange the fact that
the lander is slightly coming from East plays a role. However, looking at the
total evaluation function J tot for position the performance shows the expected
symmetry left and right with respect to the North axis although it is not
perfectly symmetric.
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Fig. 13 Jr evaluation functions (case A). The value above each color bar shows the same
cost function value for the baseline case without RF measurements.
There is a general improvement in adding the beacon updates to the base-
line on-board navigation system. An overall look at gures 13 to 15(d) suggests
that the best area in which to locate the beacon is along the landing ground-
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Fig. 14 Jv evaluation functions (case A). The value above each color bar shows the same
cost function value for the baseline case without RF measurements.
track, slightly up-range with respect to the landing site. This area guarantees
low values of evaluation functions and low values of the nal position errors
meeting the requirements. This result is somehow expected since:
{ the best conguration for the down-range improvement is to position the
beacon along the ground-track while the spacecraft is approaching (in this
case the range and range-rate measured are more or less aligned with the
downrange position and velocity);
{ the best conguration for the altitude is having the beacon under the space-
craft, since in that case the range coincides with the altitude;
{ the presence of the bearing measurement gives information from which
cross-range can be retrieved, also when the beacon is placed in that zone.
In fact, looking at the derivation of the observation model in equations
(31) to (34), the bearing depends on East and North component yLH and
zLH . Therefore it allows to retrieve information both in downrange and
crossrange independent from its position.
Unfortunately, the beacon position providing the best navigation performance
falls inside the area that should be avoided for reasons discussed in section
3.5.
Taking into account the nal position error in downrange and crossrange,
gures 16(a) and 16(b) prove that these worst case errors are below the re-
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Fig. 15 J3;r evaluation functions (case A). The value above each color bar shows the same
cost function value for the baseline case without RF measurements.
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nal position error for the baseline case without RF measurements.
quired 10 m at 3- not everywhere in the grid, and in some areas located down
and cross-range they reach values around 60 m, i.e. much higher.
In particular, it seems that these errors increase with the distance of the
beacon to the landing site which is expected for the following reasons:
{ for those beacons the visibility window does not cover the very last part of
the navigation, when the spacecraft falls below the horizon, and
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{ the bearing is a more precise update for the position and velocity estimation
when the spacecraft is nearer to the beacon.
These errors are also small almost everywhere along the bisectors North-West
to South-East for the downrange and North-East to South-West for the cross-
range. This behavior, symmetric due to the orthogonality of the two compo-
nents, is connected to the direction from which the landing site is approached.
The landing site is in fact approached from South-South-East at the very end
of the powered descent since the spacecraft ies a bot beyond the landing
site and returns. Therefore beacons along North-West to South-East direction
are more sensitive to the downrange, while the ones perpendicular, i.e. along
North-East to South-West are more sensitive to the crossrange.
4.3 One Beacon with Range and Range-rate Measurements (Case B)
The results for the single beacon conguration without the bearing measure-
ment are now presented. The same 121 points in the grid in gure 10(a) have
been used in this analysis. For each of them 100 Monte Carlo runs have been
executed. Thus again 12,100 simulations have been done. The resulting lled
contours can be seen in gures 17 to 19.
The rst result is, that the performance is generally improved with respect
to the baseline setup. From a geometrical point of view, it was expected to
see that the crossrange determination is worse for beacons along the landing
groundtrack. The clear trends detectable in gures 17(b), 18(b) and 19(b) are
therefore consistent with the expectation. The more distant (perpendicular) to
the ground-track, the more the crossrange is improved. In particular, when the
beacon is along the groundtrack, the values of the evaluation functions under
discussion are similar to the baseline. These performances are quite dierent
from what happens in presence of the bearing, which helps the crossrange
accuracy also when beacon is placed along the groundtrack as seen in the
previous section.
From a geometrical point of view it was expected to see the opposite be-
havior for the downrange, i.e. a stronger positive impact on the downrange
position error for beacons along the downrange. This is only the case for the
phase when the lander is approaching high gate (see gure 18(a)). During the
last phase of the landing (gure 19(a)) the trend is instead analogous to the
one in crossrange. This is probably due the fact that the lander is passing over
beacons along the groundtrack which is not the best conguration to observe
downrange. However, the peak error is smaller than for the baseline. The fact
that also gure 17(a) shows this trend does not then mean that what said
regarding the downrange observation is not veried, but this result is given to
the large weight JDR3;r peak values have on J
tot
r .
It is worth then noticing that the evaluation functions for the altitude
component of the cases with and without the bearing mesurement are similar.
It seems therefore clear that the bearing update does not inuence much the
determination of the altitude.
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It is clearly now conrmed, looking at gure 19(c), that best geometric
conguration for altitude determination through range measurement is when
beacon is placed at the landing site. A circular pattern is detectable in this
gure (as it was also in gure 15(c)) with the minimum in the center which is
located where the lander nds itself during the last phase of landing when it
is descending almost vertically.
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Fig. 17 Jr evaluation functions (case B). The value above each color bar shows the same
cost function value for the baseline case without RF measurements.
It seems therefore that the impact of a beacon on navigation performances
is positive, even without the measurement of the bearing. In particular, the
position error is improved wherever the beacon is located inside the grid. Com-
paring the cases with and without bearing measurement it can be summarized:
{ looking throughout gures 17 to 19 it is possible to see that the best area in
which to maximize the performance is no more up-range along the ground-
track, but it seems that up-range and a little cross-track is the most favor-
able position;
{ position related evaluation functions are overall larger, especially in the
last phase of landing (see gure 15 and 19), in which the bearing is more
eective;
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Fig. 18 J2;r evaluation functions (case B). The value above each color bar shows the same
cost function value for the baseline case without RF measurements.
{ velocity related evaluation functions have substantially similar trends and
values;
{ the altitude position error, although decreasing a little with bearing en-
abled, is not much aected by it.
However, although it is clear that adding the bearing is better for the reduc-
tion of the errors, the single beacon conguration providing only range and
range-rate measurements is already helping signicantly the on-board baseline
navigation system.
4.4 Discussion of Results
As it was discussed in the previous subsections the best navigation solution is
achieved if the beacon is located close to the landing site with a distance in
cross range to improve observability in case no bearing measurement is avail-
able. Together with the constraints discussed in section 3.5 a beacon location
at a position 3000 m East and 1000 m North of the landing site is chosen (see
gure 20). This position is a good trade-o between minimization of evaluation
functions and nal errors and the constraints imposed by the avoidance zone.
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Fig. 19 J3;r evaluation functions (case B). The value above each color bar shows the same
cost function value for the baseline case without RF measurements.
Although in [6,7] the avoidance zones were not considered, a similar optimal
position for the beacon was found by covariance analysis.
For this beacon location the navigation results of both cases with RF mea-
surements are compared to the baseline solution. In gures 21 and 22 the worst
case errors for position and velocity in both cases with beacon measurements
are shown as for the baseline navigation solution in gure 12.
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Fig. 20 Selected position of the single beacon (triangle) with respect to landing site (circle)
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Table 6 Performance of analyzed cases with respect to the baseline
Parameter Baseline A B
JDRr 3.16 0.04 0.05
JCRr 2.73 0.03 0.03
JAr 7.28 0.95 0.96
JDR1;r 0.09 <0.01 <0.01
JCR1;r 0.01 0.01 0.02
JA1;r 3.77 1.48 1.47
JDR2;r 0.25 0.02 0.02
JCR2;r 0.12 0.02 0.03
JA2;r 9.30 1.00 1.02
JDR3;r 12.14 0.11 0.15
JCR3;r 10.34 0.06 0.08
JA3;r 9.54 0.08 0.10
Parameter Baseline A B
JDRv 2.73 0.35 0.33
JCRv 0.27 0.23 0.23
JAv 1.06 0.41 0.43
JDR1;v 6.61 0.48 0.47
JCR1;v 0.51 0.45 0.45
JA1;v 2.43 0.61 0.67
JDR2;v 0.56 0.37 0.33
JCR2;v 0.13 0.12 0.12
JA2;v 0.08 0.22 0.23
JDR3;v 0.13 0.13 0.12
JCR3;v 0.09 0.07 0.06
JA3;v 0.26 0.39 0.38
Parameter Baseline A B
EDRr;f [m] 91.1 11.41 12.82
ECRr;f [m] 83.9 5.45 6.99
EAr;f [m] 0.23 0.31 0.31
Although there are no RF measurement updates for the baseline navigation
architecture, it is necessary to dene a tV IS in order to use the equation 40 for
J , J1 and J2. Therefore it is set to the value that it would have for a beacon
placed exactly in the landing site. This choice is related to the fact that the
landing site is in the center of the grid that was dened to study the single
beacon conguration. Therefore the value of tV IS available there is kind of an
average.
The evaluation function values and the worst case nal errors for all cases
are listed in table 6. Values around unity or lower mean that the related worst
case error is in the order of the requirement or below.
From the values for the baseline navigation solution in table 6 it can be seen
that during powered descent the performance is getting worse. That means
that especially for the position the navigation accuracy is not improving as
much as required. The opposite happens for the velocities. They improve with
time always meeting the requirements
From gures 12, 21 and 22, and from table 6 it is possible to see the impact
of adding the updates from the RF measurement on the navigation accuracy
during the second part of the powered descent:
{ the most noticeable is the eect on the downrange errors, which suddenly
diminish as the lander gets visible from the beacon (gure 21(a) and 21(b));
{ the crossrange error component at the beginning seems not to be inuenced
by the presence of the beacon. But it starts decreasing following more or
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less the prole of the altitude error. This behavior is expected since the
crossrange improvement is mostly given to the presence of the bearing;
{ the errors in velocity seem to decrease with similar trend, but they look
similar to the ones obtained without the use of the beacon;
{ it is nally worth noticing the small increase in the position downrange
and crossrange errors that starts 30-40 seconds before the landing which is
correlated to the exit from the visibility window.
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Fig. 21 Position and velocity error with RF range, range-rate and bearing measurements
(case A). The dashed lines represent the requirements from table 4 and gure 9.
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Fig. 22 Position and velocity error with RF range and range-rate measurements (case B).
The dashed lines represent the requirements from table 4 and gure 9.
If the worst case navigation errors for cases with the RF measurements
(with and without bearing measurements see gures 21 and 22, and table 6) are
compared it is hardly possible to see the slight improvement in position error
as a result of the bearing measurements. Apparently, for a beacon located in
the chosen position the performance with and without bearing is very similar.
This is consistent with the fact that minimums of evaluation functions for both
cases have been considered when choosing the location of the bearing.
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5 Conclusions
This paper presented a study on how the navigation for a lunar lander can be
improved by using RF measurements from ground-based infrastructure (bea-
cons). For that purpose the navigaton lter of an existing navigation system
based on IMU, image processing and laser altimeter was augmented to process
range, range-rate and bearing measurements from a received beacon signal.
With this setup an extensive Monte-Carlo simulation campaign was carried
out in order to analyse the impact of the RF measurements and of the posi-
tion of the beacon on the navigation solution. Three cases were analysed: 1)
the baseline case without RF measurements, 2) the support by range, range-
rate and bearing measurement of a single beacon, and 3) the support by only
range and range-rate measurements from a single beacon.
For comparing the results of the dierent setups and beacon locations eval-
uation functions have been dened which related the worst case error of the
Monte-Carlo analysis to the requirements. For these evaluation functions con-
tour plots were created which show the dependency of the dierent evaluation
functions on the position of the beacon for the two dierent cases with beacon
measurements.
For the baseline conguration of the navigation system the results indicate
that the requirements for positioning are not met. The performance especially
in the last phase of the landing is far beyond the required accuracy. This
supports the need to improve the navigation with beacons.
The results for the cases with beacons show that independent of the lo-
cation of the beacon in the analyzed grid the navigation performance for the
position is much improved. Depending on the position the requirements can
be met. So the choice of the beacon location has an impact especially on the
last phase of the landing.
When comparing the two cases with RF measurements it can be seen that
for the selected beacon position the impact of the additional bearing measure-
ment is small. However, there are dierences for other positions of the beacon.
Especially for beacon positions along the groundtrack of the landing trajectory
the position accuracy is worse if the beacon does not provide a bearing mea-
surement. Thus it becomes important to consider possible approach directions
before placing a beacon. From this fact one direction for further analyses can
be derived: Find the best beacon position for a range of possible landing tra-
jectories. This could be even extended if a beacon shall be placed for multiple
landing sites in the vicinity.
Similarly, an interesting question to be investigated is the impact of more
than one beacon on the navigation performance. Furthermore, the impact of
deviation from the nominal trajectory due to control errors on the navigation
performance should be also analyzed.
Another direction for future work is augmenting the navigation lter to
estimate the clock error and clock drift of the onboard receiver and considering
the positioning error of the beacon. In the current analysis the range and range-
rate measurements were used with very conservative error values to account for
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the unknown clock error, clock drift and beacon position. A next step would
analyze the impact of these unknowns on the navigation performance.
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